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AURO DIGITAL INC. 
 

FRONT-END DEVELOPER:  JOB DESCRIPTION 

 
JOB DESCRIPTION: 

Front-end Developer at venture backed leading SaaS platform for managing Digital assets. Product 

consists of an Execution, Order, and Portfolio Management System (EMS+OMS+PMS) and 

includes functionality like Prime Brokerage, Credit, Treasury Management, Digital Investing 

Marketplace.  

Demo Video of SaaS product: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4aaVyHLralg  

Tech Stack:  

 
 

JOB REQUIREMENTS: 

➢ Prior Experience of 4+ years in React.js Development necessary  

➢ Experience with popular React.js workflows (such as Flux or Redux) 

➢ Experience with data structure libraries (e.g., Immutable.js) 

➢ Experience in Javascript, CSS, HTML, and Photoshop (any wireframing tool) preferred 

➢ Experience in testing with tools like Jest, Mocha and with native build tools, like XCode, Gradle 

➢ Prior experience of 2+ years in Flutter/ Mobile Development a big plus but not necessary 

➢ Familiarity with RESTful APIs; Knowledge of authorization mechanisms, such as JSON Web Token 

➢ Familiarity with code versioning tools {{such as Git, SVN, and Mercurial}} 

➢ Strong communication skills to work with stakeholders; A knack for benchmarking and optimization 

➢ Education Bachelor's degree in Computer Science, Information Technology, or a similar field 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4aaVyHLralg
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JOB RESPONSIBILITIES 

➢ Working with back-end team and UI-UX team to re-designing front-end of SaaS application  

➢ Developing and implementing highly-responsive user interface components using React concepts. 

➢ Developing and implementing front-end architecture to support user interface concepts. 

➢ Building reusable components and front-end libraries for future use 

➢ Translating PSDs and wireframes into high quality code 

➢ Optimizing components for maximum performance across array of web-capable devices/ browsers 

➢ Meeting with the development team to discuss user interface ideas and applications 

➢ Monitoring and improving front-end performance. 

➢ Documenting application changes and developing updates 

LOCATION: Offices in US (Miami HQ, SF), India (Delhi) and Hong Kong. Bulk of Tech team 

located in Delhi so preference for Delhi/NCR based candidate or willingness to relocate.  

FIRM: 
 

Auro Digital Inc.  is a venture backed (by leading Silicon Valley VC) SaaS software firm 

incorporated in Delaware, USA with its Head-office in Miami. It is one of the leading products 

globally to manage digital assets. Software has been co-developed by Binance (#1 crypto 

exchange) investee company Diginex (Nasdaq listed), and fiat market leaders Broadridge ($25 

billion market cap) and FIS ($50 billion market cap) in the Order and Portfolio Management space. 

(OMS/PMS).  

Sister company (www.AuroIM.com) and Auro Rabbit Asset Management (www.aurorabbit.com) 

are global investment management firms in the fiat and digital space respectively. AuroIM is a 

grand-cub of Lone Pine Capital, the iconic US based hedge fund. AIM specializes in investments in 

the Asia Pacific region, using a combination of deep fundamental and data-science techniques, to 

deliver attractive absolute returns over time. AIM is registered with the SFC in HK holding a Type 9 

Asset management license, and with SEBI in India as a Foreign Portfolio Investor (FPI) license 

holder. Former RIA with SEC. It owns a state-of-the-art robo advisory and social investment app 

which uses Artificial Intelligence and other Fundamental techniques to offer actively managed and 

personalized portfolios. Selected by Stanford Angels: 

https://www.auroim.com/assets/zoom_0.mp4.  

COMPENSATION: Attractive cash and equity component; carries Founding Team tittle. 

Interested applicants should email Recruit@auroim.com or AAnand@auroim.com  
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